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EQUIVALENCE OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS FOR

DIFFUSION OPERATORS IN R": A COUNTEREXAMPLE

PATRICIA BAUMAN1

Abstract. In a smooth domain in R", the Green's functions for second-order,

uniformly elliptic operators in divergence form are all proportional to the Green's

function for the Laplacian [7]. In this paper we show that the above result fails for

diffusion operators, that is, second-order, uniformly elliptic operators with continu-

ous coefficients in nondivergence form. In fact, we give an example in which the

Green's function is locally unbounded away from the pole.

Introduction. Our objective is to define a uniformly elliptic operator of the form

(1) L=   2   au(X)-D2Xi

with continuous coefficients in R" such that the Green's function for F in a smooth

domain, D, satisfies G(X, Y) g Lf^X, Y) E D X D: X * Y}).

Besides the nonequivalence of Green's functions for diffusion operators, the above

example demonstrates a lack of smoothness in solutions of the adjoint equation,

L*v = 0. Here, a solution of L*v — 0 in D is a function, v, in Lf^D) for some

p > 1 such that

fv(Y) ■ L<p(Y)dY = 0
JD

for all <i> E Cq(D). We proved in [3 and 4] that nonnegative solutions of L*v = 0

(in particular, the Green's function, G(X, •), in F'XfA'}) are ^-weights as defined

by Muckenhoupt (see [6] for several equivalent definitions). When the coefficients of

F are Holder continuous, nonnegative solutions of L*v = 0 have continuous repre-

sentatives [10] and satisfy a classical Harnack principle [2]. The above example

shows that these results do not extend to all diffusion operators in R" and our

Ax-estimates of nonnegative adjoint solutions cannot be improved to F°°-estimates.

1. An example in two dimensions. Let Br denote the open ball in R2 centered at 0

with radius r. Let D = B6, ñ = Bb n {(x, y) ER2:j> 0}, and P0 = (0,11/2). Our

choice of an appropriate elliptic operator in R2 is based on the following result.
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Theorem 1.1 (Módica and Mortola). There exists a function, ß, in C°°(ñ) n

C(ß) such that \ < ß *S § in fi, ß — I inSl\B2, and the operator defined by

dx2    dy\ 3>>

has the following property: the elliptic measure at P0 associated with M in fi is singular

with respect to surface measure on 3fi n Bx.

Proof. The elliptic measure described above, which we denote by up°, refers to

the measure on 3fi characterized by the fact that if 4> E C(3fi) and u is the solution

of Mu = 0 in fi with u = <f> on 3ß, then u(P0) — fda<i> dup<>.

L. Módica and S. Mortola [8] defined a function, a, which has all the properties

listed above for ß except that a ^ 1 in Q\B2. Choose ß E Cx(fi) flC(ß) such that

ß = a in fi n Bx, ß = 1 in tt\B2, and 1 < ß < \ in Û. Let

Ä7        92 9   í    Í A  9
dx2       ày\ J>dy

and let wp° be the elliptic measure at F0 in fi associated with Af. Since ß — a in

■ ■ o 11 x r    1 rtfi^lntiïlii    i^AnliniirMie    <n     *-l ( )    f   1     t

'l "*

We may extend the function, ß, defined above to a continuous function in D by

setting ß(x, y) = ß(x, -y) in D. Let us denote this extended function by ß. Set

in Z). We will show that the Green's function for F has the desired unboundedness in

D X D. We will need the following result.

Let h(P0; x, y) = h(x, y) be the Green's function for M in ß with pole at F0.

Extend h to D by setting h(x, -y) = -h(x, y) for each Y = (x, y) in D.

Lemma 1.2. Set v = dh/dy in B5. Then v E L2(B5), L*v = 0 in B5, and the

restriction of v to B3 is not in L°°(B3).

Proof. Note that Mh — 0 in fi\F0, h is continuous in fi\F0, and h is zero on

3Í2 n 55. It follows that h E HU2(B5) n C(B5) and Mh = 0 in B5 (see [7, p. 67]).

Hence v E L2(B5). If <p E C?(B5), we have

fi n F,, it follows easily (e.g., from the comparison theorem in [5]) that wp" and up°

are mutually absolutely continuous in 3fi n 5,. Hence the fact that w^* is singular

with respect to surface measure in 3fi n Bx implies the same result for up".

f v ■ L<¡>
Jr.

92<í»   _U  fl^L    A—r + ß—-    dxdy
dx2 dy2)

d2<h 3/1     32<i> «
„  Z   + ß ■ -z- ■ —r    dxdy = 0.
3x3v      H    dy     3^2 i

ThusF*t; = 0in£5.

Now suppose the restriction of v to B3 is in L°°(B3). Choose m > 0 such that

dh
dy Z.°°(B3)
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Since h is continuous in B5 and h = 0 on 3fi n B5, we have

(2) \h(x,y)\<m-\y\

for all (jc, y) in B2. Fix YQ = (x0,0) in 3fi D Bx and suppose 0 < 4r < 1. Let 5,(F0)

denote the open ball in R2 of radius r centered at Y0. Then up(Br(Y0) n 3fi) and

h(P; x0, r) are positive solutions of Mu = 0 in fi\F2A(F0) which vanish on

3fi\52r(y0). It follows from a comparison theorem (Theorem 1.4 in [5]) that

up(Br(YQ) n 3fi) ^     B^'(j>,(y0)naa)^

1 j A(F;xo,r)      "C°        Ä(x0,3r;x0,r)       "   '

for all P in fi\53r(F0), where cx is independent of x0, r and F. From (2) and (3) we

deduce that

ap»(Br(Y0) n 3fi) *£c, • mr.

This contradicts the fact that up° is singular with respect to surface measure on

3fi n bx.
For completeness, we define what we mean by the Green's function in a Lipschitz

domain, D, in R" for an operator, F, as in (1). Our definition is based on the fact

that for each/ E LP(D) with/? > n, there is a unique function, u, in HX¿P(D) n C(D)

such that Lu — -f in D and u = 0 on dD. Pucci's estimate [9] implies that ||m||¿*(D)

< c\\f\\L,>(D). Hence for each fixed X in D, the mapping/-» u(X) is a continuous,

positive linear functional on LP(D). The Riesz Representation Theorem implies the

existence of a nonnegative function, G(X, ■), in Lp/p"x(D) such that u(X) —

fDG(X,Y)-f(Y)dY.
The following result is a consequence of Lemma 1.2 and some estimates on

suitably "normalized" adjoint solutions proved in [3 and 4].

Theorem 1.3. Let G(X, Y) be the Green's function for L in D = B6, with L as in

Lemma 1.2. Then G(X, Y) £ !.£,.({(*, Y) E D X D: X * F}).

Proof. Let v be the solution of L*v — 0 defined in Lemma 1.2. Fix Xin BX/A(P0)

and let ü(F) = v(Y)/G(X, Y) for all Y in F5. Since v is not essentially bounded in

B3, we obtain the conclusion of the theorem if we show that v is continuous in B3

and p||/.=c(ßl) < c where c is independent of X.

Choose a sequence {ßj}, of C°°-functions in R2 such that ßj(x, y) = ßj(x,-y) in

D, \*Zßj<2 in D, ßj = 1 in R2\F2, and {/?,} converges uniformly in D to /S.

Define

Let G,(Z, F) be the Green's function for F, in Z). Let hj(P0; Y) = h¡(Y) be the

Green's function for M- in fi with pole at F0, and extend A to D by setting

/2y(x, -y) = -hj(x, y) for each Y = (x, y) in D. Set t^ = dhj/dy in 55 and u;(y ) =

Vj(Y)/Gj(X, Y) for all Y in Z?5. The sequence (A •}, converges weakly in Hl2(B5) to

A and {G/(A', •)} converges weakly in Z/(ß5) to G(X, •) for 1 </? < n/(n - 1).

Since /}y = /} = 1 in R2\52, u-, u, G^A', •) and G(X, •) are harmonic functions in
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B5\B2 and we may assume without loss of generality that they are continuous in

B5\B2. The Lp-Schauder estimates [1] imply that {hj} and {G-(X, •)} are uniformly

bounded in a neighborhood of B4\B3. Hence {«■} and {Gj(X, ■)} converge uni-

formly in B4\ B3 to v and G( X, ■ ), respectively. It follows that

ll"yllz.0C(B4\B3) ** co

where c0 is independent of j. The constant, c0, is also independent of X, since the

Harnack principle [11] ensures that G/(X], Y) *S c, ■ GA\X2, Y) for all Xx and X2 in

51/4(F0)andall Fin54.

We proved in [3] (or Theorem 11.2 in [4]) that normalized adjoint solutions with

respect to elliptic operators with smooth coefficients (e.g., v¡) satisfy the strong

maximum principle; thus

The above inequality and the Holder estimate on normalized adjoint solutions (see

[3] or Theorem 11.5 in [4]) imply that

sup{|t>,(y,) - Vj(Y2)\: Yx, Y2 E BaR(Y)} < c0 • c2aa

whenever B2R(Y) D B4 and 0 < a < 1, where a and c2 depend only on the function,

ß. Hence a subsequence of {«■} converges uniformly on B3. The limit of the

subsequence must be v. By (4), we have ||ü||¿«(fl * < c0 which proves the theorem.

2. An «-dimensional example. Suppose n > 2 and

D = {(yu...,y„):yx2 + ■■■ +y2.2 < 1 and v^, + y2 < 36}.

Set y(yx,... ,y„) = ^(jn-,, v„) for all Y = (j„... ,vj in D (where ß is the function

defined in §1 prior to Lemma 1.2) and set

32 32 32
L = ^-+---+-^— + y(Y)-^-

3ji 9j„-1 9Ja

in D. Then F is uniformly elliptic and the coefficients of F are continuous in D. The

following result extends Theorem 1.3 to « dimensions.

Theorem 2.1. The Green's function, G(X, Y),for L and D as defined above satisfies

G(X, Y) g Lf^KX, Y)EDXD: X+ Y}).

Proof. Let F0 = (0,... ,0,11/2) and

Dr = { Y E R": y2 + ■ ■ ■ +y2_2 < 1 andy2_x + y2 < r2}.

Set w(y,,.. .,yn) — v(yn_x, yn) for all Y in F>5, where v is the function defined in

Lemma 1.2. Fix X in BX/4(P0) and set w(Y) = w(Y)/G(X, Y) in D5. Since w

depends only onyn_, andy„, Lemma 1.2 implies that the restriction of w to D3 is not

in L°°(D3). Hence we obtain the conclusion of the theorem if we prove that w is

continuous in D3 and

(5) ||w||i.°°(z>j) < c

where c is a positive constant independent of X.
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Let {vj} and {/?,} be the sequence of functions defined in the proof of Lemma 1.2.

Set wj( v„... ,yn) = Vj(y„.x, yn) and w/Y) = Wj(Y)/Gj(X, Y) for all Y in D5, where

G is the Green's function in D for the operator

i        92  +       +    92 , 32

9y2 dy2_x dy2

Then {wj} converges uniformly in D4\D3, and weakly in L2(D5), to w. The

maximum principle and Holder estimate for normalized adjoint solutions which

were used to prove Theorem 1.3 are valid in n dimensions. Thus we obtain inequality

(5) by using the same line of reasoning as in Theorem 1.3.
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